
Part 1

Interactions Within 
Communities



Predation❏

Individuals of one species benefit while other is killed

By understanding interactions between individuals of same 
species (intraspecific) and among individuals of different 
species (interspecific), ecologists can better predict 
population dynamics

3 types of interactions between species:

Competition❏

Population growth of both species is slowed
Symbiosis❏

Interaction between two species in which at least one 
benefits - 3 typesThere are 3 different types.

Ecological community - group of interacting populations in a 
given area



Predation
Recall that predation is a density dependent factor. A predator is more 
likely to be successful when population density of its prey is high 

Predator and prey populations are directly related to each other, although 
there is usually a time lag between peak in prey and predator populations
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Fig. 1  A model of predator-prey cycling
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Thorns protect 
acacia tree

Some plants use morphological or chemical defenses

To decrease chances of predation, prey populations developed 
defense mechanisms

Predation

Rhubarb leaves are 
poisonous 

However defense 
mechanisms can be 

overcome

Prehensile tongue of a 
giraffe can feed on 

leaves while avoiding 
thorns



Viceroy is edible but “fools”
predators with its coloration

Predation

Monarch is poisonous and uses 
color to warn predators

Mimicry can also protect species from predation

Defense mechanisms may be active (fight or flight) or passive 
(staying hidden)
Passive defenses include camouflage and warning colors



Interspecific Competition
2 types of interspecific competition:

Interferenece Competition 
Individuals from different species actually fight over same 
resource

Ex: Lioness is chased off 
of a kill by hyenas



Individuals from different species use or consume same 
resource, but rarely interact with each other

Ex: In Ontario Northern Harrier, American Kestrel and Red-Tailed Hawk 
all feed on mice and other small rodents

Interspecific Competition
2 types of interspecific competition:

Exploitative Competition 

Northern Harrier (Circus cyaneus)

American Kestrel (Falco sparvarius)

Red-Tailed Hawk
(Buteo jamaicensis)



In 1934, experiments of G. Gause showed that if resources 
are limited (and they almost always are), no two species can 
remain in competition for same ecological niche indefinitely

One species will out compete other and drive it to extinction

Called Gause’s principle or principle of competitive exclusion

Interspecific Competition



One way in which species occupying a similar ecological niche 
can reduce competition is through resource partitioning

Interspecific Competition
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(a) (b) (c) Fig. 2 Resource partitioning in three annual plant species

(a) bristly foxtail   - roots grow to a depth of 20 cm

(b) Indian mallow - roots grow to a depth of 75 cm

(c) smartweed       - roots grow to a depth of 100 cm

Each species obtains their water and 
mineral resources from a different soil 

depth and therefore do not have 
completely overlapping niches

For example, three species of annual plants that grow in same 
area have each become specialized in their root structure


